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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to describe experimental work conducted in the area of diagnostic radiology, with an emphasis on how perception and problem solving interact in this type of task. This work was part of a larger project whose goals included the development of an information-processing model of visual interaction, and the subsequent design of an intelligent cooperative assistant for this domain.

Verbal protocol data was collected from eight radiologists (six residents and two experts) while they examined seven different computer-displayed chest x-rays. A brief overview of the methodology and analysis techniques is presented, together with specific results from one x-ray case. More general results are then discussed in the framework of issues important to the later modeling effort.

Introduction
The current trend towards telemedicine diagnosis has created a need for enhanced software capabilities which not only enable high-speed image transmission, but which can also support the visual reasoning needed both at the local and remote sites. The cognitive load still remains squarely on the human expert's shoulders who must examine these images and make diagnostic evaluations, often without the benefit of any further tools, and with the disadvantage that these images may be both spatially- and contrast-degraded from the original film. The importance of AI tools to support such activities is therefore increasing. However, in order to build these tools, human capabilities in these tasks must be better understood, and this requires extensive cognitive study and engineering.

The study described in this paper was part of a larger project which was conducted in collaboration with the Radiology Department of Emory University Hospital. This project had three major goals: 1) to explore the nature of radiological diagnosis with a view to understanding how perception and problem solving exchange information in this type of visual reasoning task; 2) to incorporate this knowledge into an information-processing type of model of visual interaction; and 3) to utilize this cognitive foundation for the design of an intelligent cooperative assistant. The purpose of this paper is to describe some of the initial experimental work, and to show how it led to insights about visual reasoning activities.

Studies of the radiological process have varied from eye movement studies (Kundel & Nodine, 1975), to task-related hand movements (McNeill et al., 1988), to cognitive modeling studies of expertise involving think-aloud verbal protocols (Lesgold et al., 1981). While the latter provided the strongest methodological guidelines for the study described in this paper, more emphasis was placed on the range of novice-expert performance rather than on the differences. Also, the main part of this study utilized digitized computer-displayed x-ray images rather than films, since the ultimate goal of the project was to design a computer-based assistant. A preliminary study on the effects of the laboratory environment and the computerized images showed no noticeable impact on the subjects' ability to perform diagnosis (Rogers, 1992), and therefore the next phase proceeded with more extensive think-aloud protocol collection.

Data Collection and Analysis
The goal of the verbal protocol data collection was to obtain in-depth, detailed data from the subjects while they were interpreting and diagnosing a selection of computer-displayed chest x-rays. Eight participants were recruited from the Emory University Hospital radiology program, and included two experts, plus two each from second- to fourth-year residency. Seven cases were selected for display and included one normal chest x-ray as well as the following abnormalities: lung lesion due to bronchogenic carcinoma, hilar adenopathy, tuberculosis, lung mass with appearance of elevated diaphragm, and mitral stenosis. Three of the seven images had a brief case history associated with them, and the images were presented in the Imaging Sciences laboratory at the hospital.

For each case, the subjects viewed the image as long as desired, while concurrently articulating their thoughts. When examination of the image was completed, a formal diagnostic report was produced, and each case was concluded by a set of clarifying questions, subject ratings for image quality, confidence in diagnosis and case difficulty, as well as some retrospective questions for archival purposes. All seven cases were completed in one session, which was videotaped and subsequently transcribed.

In the analysis of this data, the focus was primarily on the functions or characteristic actions that could be attributed to perception, problem solving, and the interaction between the two. Therefore, the first goal was to develop an appropriate encoding scheme which would enable these kinds of concepts to be extracted from the verbal reports.

A preliminary task analysis combined some of the earlier experimental results with Lesgold's task description of radiological diagnosis (Lesgold et al., 1981) and other problem solving concepts in medical diagnosis. A subset of the actual protocols (three of the seven cases) was then used to refine this general concept list into a more comprehensive encoding
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Figure 1: Concept Categories of Encoding Scheme.
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Figure 2: Example of Contextual Encoding of Statements.

scheme, consisting of three major categories and a number of minor categories as shown in Figure 1. This encoding scheme was then applied to all of the remaining thirty-two verbal protocol reports. The fully encoded protocols were then analyzed with respect to task-related and time-related patterns, as shown in Figure 2. (Experience-related differences were not studied at this time.)

It was found that similar clusters of concepts did occur at corresponding times for particular cases, that the groupings within the clusters or patterns showed tendencies towards perceptual or problem solving compositions, and that there appeared to be an ordering of activities in the movement towards a diagnostic solution.

A summary of the bronchogenic carcinoma case is now presented together with the expert’s diagnostic report in Figure 3 to illustrate some of the features of the analysis process. This case provided the richest source of information due to the perceptual features of the image as well as the problem solving complexities of the diagnosis itself.

The following discussion presents an overview of some of the results of the protocol analysis with respect to noticing the critical secondary abnormality and producing a correct diagnosis.

Almost all of the subjects noticed and labelled the abnormality in the lung immediately upon viewing the x-ray image. This abnormality was then described by different descriptive and spatial features including (in order of frequency): size, horizontal localization, edge, vertical localization, shape, texture, out-of-plane localization and configuration. On the average, the subjects mentioned six of the above categories, which made this type of finding the most detailed in description from all of the cases examined.

One particularly noteworthy aspect of this case concerned the use of secondary findings in the diagnostic process. The bone lesion in the left posterior fifth rib was an important piece of evidence, as explained in the expert’s report. Of the eight subjects, five saw the bony abnormality, three of these correctly identified it as a bone lesion, and two actually used the correct identification in the formulation of the correct diagnostic hypothesis.

The activity of localizing the primary finding also appeared to be very important, although it was perhaps made somewhat more difficult in the test situation because only one view of the patient was presented. It is more common to have two views (frontal and lateral) available, and this provides more information, particularly for anterior-posterior localization.

Results

The following discussion presents an overview of some of the results of the protocol analysis with respect to the roles of description, levels of abstraction, context, attention and expectation. These were considered to be key issues which would impact the subsequent development of the information-processing model.

1An independent observer was recruited to participate in a reliability study. Details can be found in (Rogers, 1992)
**Report:** A frontal film of the chest shows a large, lobulated mass in the upper right hemithorax, abutting on the mediastinum. It does not obliterate the silhouette of the superior vena cava and ascending aorta and probably lies posterior in the chest. No other lesions are seen in the lungs. The right hilum appears normal. There is no hilar or mediastinal adenopathy on the left side. However, there is a destructive lesion of the left 5th rib. There is no evidence of pleural effusion. The heart appears normal.

**Impression:** Bronchogenic carcinoma with distant metastasis to the left 5th rib.

**Comments:** The presence of a lobulated mass in a patient of this age should make carcinoma the first diagnosis. However, conceivably another lesion such as a hamartoma could produce a similar appearance. I did not mention that there is no calcification within the lesion although I should have. What makes this diagnosis unequivocal in this case is the destruction of the rib on the left side. This may be difficult to see as the area of destruction is caused by the anterior end of the 2nd rib and unless they look carefully they will not pick it up. The other descriptions are simply pertinent negatives in a patient who is suspected of having carcinoma. Key words - mass, lobulated, rib destruction, hamartoma, carcinoma, adenopathy. Because of the rib lesion not being obvious, this should be considered a median difficult case unless you give it a history pointing to the correct area.

---

**Description**

For all the cases considered, the characterization of abnormalities in terms of distinct descriptive features was accomplished using a relatively small number of categories. Size, shape, edge, texture, and quantity descriptions were used in varying degrees, depending upon the type of abnormality presented. Sometimes features of the primary finding figured notably in the diagnostic process, while at other times, the findings were described in less detail, and other information such as case history figured more prominently in eliciting accurate diagnostic hypotheses. This suggested that the importance of particular features may vary depending upon the type of abnormality under consideration, and an accurate perceptual characterization of a finding may still not be sufficient to produce a distinct disease diagnosis.

Abnormalities were also described in terms of spatial relations, with references to horizontal and vertical directions most prevalent. The out-of-plane third dimension appeared to be important in cases where there was a mass that appeared to span more than one anatomical landmark. In these cases, shadows on the frontal two-dimensional view could give some clues to location, if the film was of relatively good quality, but often, a lateral view would have served to disambiguate these cases.

**Levels of Abstraction**

The characterization of findings (i.e., abnormalities in the image) at different levels of abstraction provides an important transition between low-level perceptual detection and higher level problem solving activities. For example, the statement "there is a density" really only means "I have detected a light area", without conveying any further semantic information regarding what this object might represent. On the other hand, a term such as "there is a mass" implies certain associated features such as size, shape and edge, while a statement about a "malignant tumor" suggests not only specific features, but specific diagnostic hypotheses as well.
Not only is the type of labeling activity important, but the manner in which the labeled percepts are used can seriously affect the outcome of the diagnostic process. Different levels of oversights occurred in the transition between perception and problem solving. At the perceptual level, a detection oversight occurred when the subject did not notice or see the abnormal object or feature at all. On the other hand, at the identification level, a labeling error occurred when the subject saw the abnormality in question, but labeled it incorrectly. Finally, at the problem solving level, difficulty with integration was encountered when the subject saw and labeled the abnormality correctly, but failed to use this information in the generation of diagnostic hypotheses. An implication of these results is that the design of computerized assistance really should span the visual interaction spectrum between perception and problem solving, and not just address the poles of the problem, for example, through either image enhancements to aid perception or expert systems to aid decision-making.

Context

When the radiologist begins a diagnostic session, the information available prior to viewing any of the images includes the knowledge of the particular anatomical region under consideration and the particular imaging modality used to collect the image data. The anatomical region normally implies a certain set of anatomical objects in a particular configuration (e.g., a chest normally contains two lungs, a heart on the lower left side, etc.), while the imaging modality calls into play knowledge of the kinds of perceptual cues that are to be expected.

This knowledge is typically organized into a kind of checklist that leads to a relatively orderly plan for examination. An example of this is seen in Figure 5, which shows a sequential set of statements by a subject looking at the normal chest case.

Unlike the landmark search, which can be said to always be of a top-down nature, the search for secondary abnormalities may be either bottom-up or top-down. If no diagnostic hypothesis has been invoked, and the subject is still gathering data, then the search for such abnormalities may appear as a subplan within the landmark search. Figure 6 illustrates such a bottom-up search in the sarcoidosis case. On the other hand, top-down reasoning implies that one or more diagnostic hypotheses are currently active, and that particular secondary findings might support these hypotheses. An example of this is seen in Figure 7, which is an excerpt from the mitral stenosis case.

Further suggestions of plan-like activity can be found in the description of a primary finding in terms of its features and location. For some types of findings, a large number of characteristic features are expressed and utilized in the diagnosis. An example is shown in Figure 8, taken from a subject’s report on the tuberculosis case. In other cases, features were sought which led to either more specific finding hypotheses, or even diagnostic hypotheses. Thus the data supports the claim that the “direction of reasoning provides the procedural context” (Evans & Gadd, 1989), and that there are different types of plans, and different levels of planning. Furthermore, the direction of reasoning affected the different types of perceptual information used to support the diagnostic stages. Bottom-up or data-driven reasoning was supported by use of secondary findings to generate diagnostic hypotheses, use of features of primary findings to specialize labeling of primary findings, and use of features of primary findings to generate diagnostic hypotheses. On the other hand, top-down or expectation-driven reasoning involved confirmation of expectation of secondary findings to support diagnostic hypotheses, use of features of primary findings to rule out competing findings and diagnostic hypotheses, and use of features of primary findings to match or contradict expectations.

Attention

In the cases reviewed, at least two different types of attention activity were noted. The first, characterized by a relatively...
Expectation

Throughout the reports of the subjects, there was evidence that prior experience and medical knowledge were often used in conjunction with current observations to produce anticipation of particular kinds of related information from the image. These anticipations include presence or absence of features related to a finding, findings related to a diagnosis, and findings or diagnoses related to case history. These are called expectations, and Figure 9 shows examples of excerpts from the raw data of a number of subjects that lend support to this idea.

Expectations may be used by the problem solver to optimize plans for the gathering of information that will converge on a solution. For example, if a diagnostic hypothesis is currently active, it may be more efficient to explore findings and features that are usually expected to be associated with that hypothesis first, rather than just gather unstructured perceptual information in the hope that some of it may be useful. Expectation-driven exploration is the hallmark of top-down processing. When observations match expectations, confidence in the originating hypothesis should increase. On the other hand, when observations fail to meet expectations, a decision must be made as to whether this information can be overlooked, or whether it signals that the hypothesis should be abandoned. In the task of diagnostic radiology, it appears that expectations are largely perceptual in nature, especially in the absence of other information about the patient, such as test results, or physical examination. That is, most expectations have to do with anticipations about what can be seen in the image. In this sense, the expectations generated in this task appear to be dual in nature, in that they can originate with an abstract statement of intent, such as “I’m going to look for pleural effusions”, that may be part of a larger plan to distinguish between some hypotheses, but they result in an act of looking: “I don’t see any.” Thus, expectation may be one of the mechanisms that bridges the gap between perception and problem solving.

Discussion

All of the above issues are closely coupled in the visual reasoning task of chest x-ray diagnosis. Context sets the scene for a particular collection of declarative and procedural knowledge to be retrieved from memory and brought to bear on the problem. This knowledge creates expectations of what the practitioner is likely to see, and plans to explore these expectations emerge, that then guide the attention process in deliberate search. However, there are often unexpected phenomena in the image, which seem to capture attention immediately, and cause currently active plans to be interrupted or abandoned in favor of new exploratory activity. Descriptive features are used to characterize findings, which, in turn, are labelled at different levels of abstraction.

In the interplay between these issues, a pattern of interaction between perception and problem solving begins to emerge. Descriptive features can be said to lie closer to the perceptual side, while context seems to originate with more abstract thought related to problem solving. Expectations appear to lie between these two poles, originating with problem solving, but resulting in the activation of perceptual schemas through focus of attention, which direct acts of looking. These schemas allow perceptual information to be delivered back, and the levels of abstraction mentioned above provide a way to transform the information between expectation and perceptual schema, so that it can be used by the process concerned with achieving a solution to the problem.

These results may also provide a perceptual foundation for the diagnostic strategies employed by the radiologists, and an indication of why such strategies might succeed or fail. For example, in the case presented earlier, one of the subjects exhibited a very typical hypothetico-deductive strategy, where immediate visual capture provided initial data, some search of

---

Figure 9: Expectations.

...It looks like the mass itself is not as dense as you might expect for something that large.

...I’m thinking in terms of a neurogenic tumor, and you might expect to see...some involvement of the vertebral bodies...

...Ah, in a young person, you really wouldn’t be expecting to see something like that anyway. It would be unlikely.

...I looked at the ribs. I didn’t see anything and I wasn’t expecting to see anything there.

This is also consistent with Lesgold et al’s (1988) contention that expert radiologists are opportunistic planners. However, we saw this kind of activity in less experienced radiologists as well.
the primary finding provided more evidence, and a diagnostic hypothesis was then produced. However, particular evidence was then obtained which contradicted the ensuing expectation, causing the original hypothesis to be abandoned in favor of a new (more accurate) one. Based on this new hypothesis, the subject then looked for supporting evidence, found it in the image, and thereby increased confidence. On the other hand, a second (more experienced) subject examined the same case, but spent most of the diagnostic period gathering perceptual evidence about the primary finding, and never really generated a diagnostic hypothesis at all.

A third example involved a case with an ambiguous primary finding. For this case, some subjects who generated diagnostic hypotheses based on the incorrect finding, never did recover from the original error, while other subjects who appeared to engage in a more deliberate prolonged collection of perceptual information (not specifically related to a diagnostic hypothesis), eventually “saw” a clue, which led to the correct labelling of the finding. This case is interesting from the point of view that there is no really accurate diagnosis associated with the x-ray. However, the correct labelling of the finding is the best solution that can be attained, and is important to direct the next step in the patient care. It also suggests that a “not-enough-information” strategy might have been more appropriate in this case, rather than the hypothetico-deductive reasoning which generated early, but inaccurate diagnostic hypotheses.

In the absence of immediate visual capture, deliberate search of landmarks appears to be the common strategy employed. It is often repeated at least once if the patient appears to have a normal chest. It may also be a useful strategy when there is ambiguity in the x-ray image that might be removed by a more thorough investigation of the landmarks. For example, in the previously described ambiguous case, the visual clue concerned a part of the lung which was hard to see, but visible nonetheless. The subjects who looked specifically at that landmark area saw the clue.

Conclusion

The results from this work have been incorporated into a model of visual interaction between perception and problem solving, described in (Rogers, 1995a). This model has been further used as the basis for the design of a blackboard-based computer system called VIA (Visual Interaction Assistant), which incorporates the user, the image display and the program modules into a cooperative, problem solving system. The design has been instantiated into a prototype system for diagnostic radiology called VIA-RAD, and was tested in a small observational study with radiologist subjects (Rogers, 1995b). It is felt that the promising results of this work are due largely to the in-depth study of how practitioners actually perform their task. This approach provides not only further insight into visual diagnostic reasoning but also establishes a firm cognitive foundation for the development of intelligent computerized assistants.
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The subjects commonly mislabelled the finding as an elevated diaphragm, when it was really a mass inside the lung.